IA- 1982- JAN./FEB.
All single ply roofs are not created equal.

The roof that's got the future covered.

You probably already know about the many benefits of single ply roofs over traditional built-up roofs. Benefits that are making "single ply" the new industry standard. But you should also know that all single ply roofs are not the same. Carlisle offers you all these major exclusives:

**Carlisle** produces and applies Sure-Seal® elastomeric membrane—the single ply sheet we pioneered more than 23 years ago.

**Carlisle** has single ply roof applications successfully in place for over 20 years now. Roofs that stubbornly refuse to crack or leak after two decades of punishment by the sun, rain, wind, hail and snow.

**Carlisle** produces factory-fabricated single ply sheets in super huge dimensions. In fact, we offer single sheets as big as 45 feet by 150 feet, which minimizes field seaming.

**Carlisle** provides one-source reliability. Everything you need—membrane, sealant, flashing and accessories—comes from one reliable American source.

**Carlisle** operates an ongoing and mandatory two-day training school for single ply applicators, to assure top quality workmanship in every Sure-Seal roof.

**Carlisle** single ply roofs receive a five-year "watertight warranty" that can be extended for an additional five years!

**Carlisle** single ply roofs are backed by nationally respected Carlisle Tire & Rubber Company—leader in the research, engineering and manufacture of waterproofing materials for almost three decades.

These are some of the features that have made the Carlisle Sure-Seal roof the single best, single ply system. You owe it to yourself to find out more. Call or write today!

"Over 250 applications in Iowa"

STETSON BUILDING PRODUCTS

Rock Island, Illinois
619 11th Street • Phone 309/788-8412

Des Moines, Iowa
510 S.W. 9th • Phone 515/243-6286
WE FEATURE:

- MODERN HIGH PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
- SKILLED PERSONNEL
- ACCURATE FABRICATION
  - STRUCTURAL STEEL
  - REINFORCING STEEL
  - MISCELLANEOUS STEEL
- TRUCK FLEET FOR ON TIME DELIVERY
- COMPETITIVE PRICING—OF COURSE
- LET US QUOTE ON YOUR NEXT STEEL REQUIREMENT.

CALL TOLL FREE IN IOWA
800-352-4986

801 DIVISION ST. • SIOUX CITY, IA. 51102
PHONE (712) 252-4181 — TELEX 480145

YOUR DEPARTMENT STORE FOR METALS

Sioux City Foundry Co.
WORKS IN PROGRESS

DEFINING A CORPORATE IDENTITY
The problem posed by a major addition was not to establish an image, but to preserve the formidable image that existed.

OFFERING SOMETHING EXTRA
What the Banco Mortgage Company was looking for, above all, was a design firm to interpret its corporate needs.

AFFIRMING AN APPROPRIATE IMAGE
For Pioneer Hi-Bred, a question of the appropriate image lingered throughout the design and construction process.

THE EXCITEMENT OF PUBLIC DISCOVERY
From the joint venture architectural team of FEH Associates and Rossetti Associates comes a new corporate headquarters, a facility which combines maximum efficiency with a stimulating working environment that possesses the excitement of discovery.

NEWS
“For two years, we've been consulting with industry leaders, pouring over books, looking at thousands of wallcovering samples. The result is Wallsource — the most comprehensive book of best-selling vinyls ever offered to the contract market.”

Frank Hirshfield
Chairman Of The Board
Hirshfield's introduces
Wallsource—the new bible of commercial vinyls.

Never before in the history of wallcoverings has there been such a definitive commercial vinyl book. Measuring 7" thick, carrying over 1,400 patterns selected from 7 leading companies, Wallsource is, indeed, the new bible of commercial vinyls. Here's why this book will be such an extraordinarily vital and productive resource for you.

It's what's between the covers.

Unlike most commercial vinyl books which come from one manufacturer, Wallsource represents the best products of 7 companies all assembled in one 180-page volume. We spent hours and hours selecting the most appealing and saleable textures and colorways from 7 different sources, so you could go to one source—Wallsource—and find them all.

If it's not here, it probably doesn't exist.

Literally every basic bread-and-butter type of 54" vinyl texture is here between the covers of Wallsource. You'll find burlaps, stones, masonry, jutes, grasses, woven tones, stuccos, marbles, geometrics, stripes, strings, and suedes. Materials are both Type I and Type II, and all meet or exceed requirements of Federal Specifications CCC-W-408A.

All the colors on God's earth.


Every shade, every nuance, every subtle commercial color variation is here . . . waiting for you in Wallsource.

Full backup from Hirshfield's Contract.

To help you select precisely the right wallcoverings for your projects, Hirshfield's will provide you with whatever information and sampling you require.

Our architectural and design representatives will assist you with on-site visits, measuring for rollage, preparation of estimates, etc.

Copies of Wallsource are available for viewing at Hirshfield's Contract Showroom, 824 Hennepin, Minneapolis, and Hirshfield's Harmon Court Designer Showroom, 1128 Harmon Place, Minneapolis, as well as at all seven Hirshfield's retail stores in the Twin City area.

For more information, call Hirshfield's Contract Dept., (612) 370-2626.
Award Winning Projects

ARCHITECTS
The Durrant Group, Inc.

Banco Mortgage Servicing Center
Waterloo, Iowa

Thermo-Barrier Wall System By TUBELITE

WINDOWS — GLASS AND GLAZING — ENTRIES
A SPECIALTY OF

Aluminum Products, Inc.

1 MAIN STREET, DUBUQUE, IOWA 52001 PHONE 319/588-2036
Energy Savings / Innovative Design For University of Iowa Sports Arena

A cross-section of the bowl-shaped arena of the Carver-Hawkeye Sports Arena at the University of Iowa reveals the unique Takenaka roof truss which supports and keynotes the structure. The Takenaka “skew chord space truss” system was selected after comparison with three other structural roof systems. The Takenaka system provided the desired strength and safety requirements at optimum cost.

The 144,000 sq. ft. “skew chord” truss was constructed in 82 42 ft. x 42 ft. bays and required three 250-ton cranes to set in place. Formed of 12” diameter weathering steel pipe, the roof truss bears on eight concrete columns.

The Takenaka truss system was adapted for the arena by Geiger-Berger, New York City, structural engineer for the project. Construction Management of the arena is by CM Constructors/Managers, Inc., Iowa City. Design of the arena is by Durrant Group Architects and Engineers, Dubuque and CRS Architects Planners Engineers, Denver and Houston.

In addition to the innovative truss design, the arena is also keynoted by its energy savings features. Set in a natural 50-ft. ravine, the bowl-shaped structure captures the earth’s natural insulation, substantially reducing heating requirements, with only 12 to 15 feet of the exterior wall surface exposed above grade. The energy savings and innovative design of the $17.1 million arena recently received national recognition in Engineering News Record.

Part of a $24.2 million University of Iowa Building Program, the $17.1 million arena will be among the ten largest university owned arenas in the nation when completed for the Fall 1982 basketball season. Viewers will have an unobstructed view of the playing floor. Seating capacity totals 15,000, with 13,400 seats being fixed and 1,600 being retractable. When the lower ring of 1,600 seats is retracted, the total arena floor area is 20,000 sq. ft.

The arena will host basketball, wrestling, volleyball, and other sporting events throughout the academic year.

Award Winner Expanded

Charles Herbert and Associates have undertaken the delicate task of adding to a building originally cited for design excellence. An existing small branch bank for American Federal Savings and Loan Association in Des Moines needed to accommodate an expanded vault and growing customer service area. The building was expanded to the east, creating a new skylit entrance in the extended street front facade. That entrance and another to the north parking lot were also marked by steel arches that were repeated inside as the high bay structural support in the additions new central lobby. The planer plaster box character of the existing building was incorporated and elaborated in the addition. The existing building was a recipient of a Honor Award in the IOWA AIA Award Program in 1978.

Speculative Building Responds To Context

Construction has now begun on the 31,000 square foot Regency Park Plaza Office Building in Omaha, Nebraska. The design, by Charles Herbert and Associates, responded to subdivision parking requirements (1 car per 200 S.F.) which mandated below building parking to develop an economically feasible project. The building’s grid is rotated approximately 20° from the site boundaries, thus relating to the adjacent streets and neighboring buildings. Primary stairs occur on 3 corners of the building, with 2 circulation spines at right angles interlocking the stair elements. Detailing of corridor spaces and the surfaces of bay windows relate to the 20° diagonal grid. Corridors terminate at space and light provided by stair volumes. Bay windows expand interior space of perimeter offices. Two colors of brick and patterns are used on the exterior surface to give scale and interest, and to relate to the brick and concrete of adjoining buildings.
Offering Something Extra

Banco Mortgage Company
Servicing Center, Waterloo, Iowa
What does a corporate executive look for in the design of a headquarters facility? IMAGE. The image perceived by clients and the public seems to be the most important factor in the design of a headquarters facility. There are obviously other important factors to be considered: is the building well laid out, is it affordable, is it a pleasant work environment? But corporate headquarters are among such structures as churches and civic buildings where how they are perceived is often more important than how they work.

How this image is determined is complex and varied. Some clients will know exactly what they want and will find an architect who will give it to them. Some will leave it to the architect to decide. But in many cases it is an interacting give-and-take situation between the two. This "interaction" often leads to the frustrations that both parties can feel in the process, but it can also lead to a dialogue with interesting results. Architects, as all-knowing as they are, may not have a total feeling for the client, the program, or the site. The corporate owners, as skilled as they are because of their positions, may not have a feeling for architectural style, technical feasibility, or spatial requirements.

The projects shown on the following pages demonstrate an interesting range of approaches to these problems. Some show a priority for maintaining an existing image while others are trying to create a new image for themselves. But in all of these projects the image is what is most important.

"What we were looking for, above all, in a design firm was the ability to interpret our corporate needs," explains Keith G. Howard, Senior Vice President of Banco Mortgage Company, in reflecting on the selection if an architect for Banco’s new 76,000 square foot Waterloo facility. The new building houses Banco’s fast expanding, relocated National Servicing Center.

To find the appropriate design and design firm, Banco Mortgage Company invited three firms to enter a compensated design competition in the summer of 1979. The design and presentation submitted by the Durrant Group convinced Banco this was a firm that not only could address functional needs, but could also develop a new and appealing work environment, a strong internal image. This was a major corporate objective.

That the design does all that and more is indicated by highly favorable reactions among the almost 300 employees who work in this building — and also by prospective employees. Indeed, since project completion in April, 1981 there has been an unusually high number of walk-in job applicants. Praise extends beyond Banco officials and staff. The project received one of four statewide annual awards from the Iowa Chapter of the American Institute of Architects for the excellence of the concept, environment and energy-conscious design of the center. A combined team of a dozen Durrant Group architects and engineers headed by Charles M. Kurt, AIA, and five Banco officers under the direction of Mr. Howard, were involved in the development and implementation of the design.

The overriding corporate objective was to develop a design that would provide the best possible working conditions and atmosphere. Banco wanted a building with which its employees could identify and in which they could look forward to coming to work. Even though sophisticated electronic equipment is prevalent at Banco, a majority of its employees have repetitive, unglamorous tasks, and it was important to create an appealing environment that could foster individual satisfaction, increased productivity, and positive interactions between employees.

From the beginning, Banco officials hoped to accomplish those objectives through a design combining open interior space with maximum exposure to an attractive exterior landscape. Corporate philosophy here was reinforced by a reaction of management to the company’s cramped former quarters. Staff had been crowded into several separate buildings, with few windows and restricted interior space. In late summer 1979, the Durrant Group/Banco team set about implementing the design proposal that would accomplish those objectives.

There were two basic "givens": The sloping 15-acre site consisting of a former soybean field and cornfield, and anticipated water runoff initiated by new large building and parking surfaces.

Through an impressive transformation process, the south sloping site was converted into rolling lawn enhanced by shade trees and evergreen plantings. The resulting natural environment is highlighted by a manmade lake around which the sleek and elegant 2-story, steel-framed building wraps itself.

The lake was a response to the other "given" — the problem of subsoil and site drainage which Banco officials early on realized would require the development of some sort of a retention pond.

Durrant designers and environmental planners developed a plan that would provide controlled storm water runoff to the city storm sewer system utilizing pond retention with a flow weir structure.

What began as a problem became a solution in more ways than one. The lake also resolved the design problem of creating an external focal point that would satisfy the owner’s need for an attractive landscape visible to building occupants. The view of that lake is enhanced through an exterior lounge, itself a focal point.

Finally, the lake performs a significant energy-saving function: It provides a ready source of building cooling system condenser water by use of spray fountains within
A shady, brick-paved main entrance plaza greets staff and visitors at the upper level. The plaza extends from the entrance to create a subtle impediment to auto traffic through the site. Parking areas are arranged to accentuate this focal point. A skylight protective canopy at the entrance extends through the building to the south as an atrium.

the lake. Energy consumption is thereby reduced by eliminating the need for a cooling tower.

Enveloping the Lake

To provide occupants with maximum exposure to the lake, an early design study consisted of two buildings separated by the lake to thereby create maximum visual perspective of the expanse of water. The concept was modified but the objective still accomplished by joining the buildings by translucent atrium and literally enveloping the lake. In response to the south sloping site, the structure was set one and one-third stories into the ground at the north facade to take advantage of the relatively constant ground temperatures. In this way, the effects of winter and summer outdoor temperatures are offset, and exposure to the prevailing northwest winter winds is minimized.

Flexible, Open Interior

Interior space is carefully organized by function. Public activity is centered in the atrium which encloses cafeteria, arrival and departure areas, and support services. In keeping with its public functions, this space is a concentration of atmosphere, activity and color. In contrast to the public areas, work spaces on each end of the building are more confined, low key in atmosphere, and with few distractions. An open landscape partition system is illuminated with energy-efficient fluorescent (task and ambient) lighting.

Interior design carries out these themes. Furnishings consist of richly colored upholstery, natural oak doors and work surfaces, off-white walls, extensive earth tone carpeting, colorful wall graphic prints and posters and green plantings.

Flexibility for Expansion

A major reason for selecting the open landscape partition system and confining the building to two stories was to allow flexibility to accommodate the company's anticipated growth. The Owner required a design provision for a minimum of 100% expansion capability on the site, including all utilities and site utilization.

Banco knew it needed room to expand, but since the precise areas of expansion could not be anticipated, they wanted a design flexible enough to accommodate a variety of possible patterns of departmental spatial reconfiguration.

Responding to that need, a full 80% of the interior space is flexible. The limited full height demountable par-
Architectural and engineering design decisions were made taking into account owner's needs for a cost-effective structure. The client stipulated a low maintenance, energy-efficient structure. Total construction cost of the facility was approximately $4.5 million. Oriented on an east-west axis, the building offers maximum southern exposure. Its south side features a large southerly overhang that screens out the hot summer sun while letting in the winter sun. The overhang serves to reduce the need for air conditioning and heating equipment.

Further energy efficiency is realized through berming and setting the building one and one-third stories into the hillside. The lake helps reduce the cooling energy burden even further and, as previously mentioned, eliminates the cooling tower.

Exterior walls and roof are heavily insulated for energy conservation. Windows on the south side are triple glazed and recessed, while the skylight enhances solar gain. A computer was used to analyze the effects of the earth berm, the overhang, atrium and lake, and to interface the mechanical and electrical engineering systems with the architectural energy features of the building.

Throughout the design process, owner, architect and engineer collaborated, consulted, and infused each other with increasing dosages of enthusiasm.

"The more we worked with our design team, the more we experienced and speeded the evolution of this project into truly a joint effort, based on a philosophy of shared constructive decision-making to accomplish the creative task", notes the owner.

Client involvement and enthusiasm undoubtedly helped to stimulate a design that not only addresses...
client's needs and reflects its corporate "image", but also, incorporates some extreme varieties of environment for a result as good as anything in the Midwest. These days, corporate offices clients are generating some of the best design in the country, and Banco is a perfect illustration of this trend. [Eileen Vandoros]

We Have A Complete Line Of Thermal Windows

Integral thermal barrier system created by a poured and debrided vinyl throughout the master frame and sash frames. Double weatherstripping throughout. Standard 7/8 inch insulating glass, optional triple glazing. No-draft ventilation, easy cleaning...virtually maintenance free!

Our Representatives are available to help you on any retrofit projects

WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON PROMPTNESS IN FURNISHING QUOTES OR BUDGET FIGURES

Dewarco

Dealers Warehouse Company
P.O. Box 646•NEWTON, IOWA 50208

For more information circle no. 6 on the datacard.
AT LAST! A CURE FOR COMMON CONTRACT HEADACHES!

THE TOTAL MECHANICAL CONTRACT

DIRECTIONS: Take full strength before putting any contract out for bid.

Improper work assignments, jurisdictional disputes, poor coordination of equipment delivery... these are just a few of the problems you can avoid or minimize with a TOTAL MECHANICAL CONTRACT.

A TOTAL MECHANICAL CONTRACT—plumbing, heating and cooling—also helps assure you of on-time completion... at a lower total cost!

And if you want the heating and cooling installed by experts, make sure the environmental system is included in the TOTAL MECHANICAL CONTRACT regardless of the energy source—coal, gas, oil, electric, nuclear, or solar. You always save a lot of headaches with a separate "mechanical" contract—you'll save even more by awarding a TOTAL MECHANICAL CONTRACT!

If you want to make sure the job's done right...

ALWAYS AWARD A TOTAL MECHANICAL CONTRACT

MECHANICAL CONTRACTING INDUSTRY

2501 Bell Avenue • Des Moines, Iowa 50321
Phone (515) 283-0437

Hydronics... Your Pipeline To Low Cost Thermal Comfort!

For more information circle no. 7 on the datacard.

DEVELOPMENT FUND
Defining A Corporate Identity

Preferred Risk Insurance Companies
West Des Moines, Iowa

Brooks Borg and Skiles became involved with Preferred Risk on 1967 when asked to design a new facility in West Des Moines. The project was an exciting one; the early stages of design posed difficult challenges of image-making. The company's president described the image he sought as being similar to that evoked by a southern mansion with a large columned porch and large green lawn sloping downward from the building to the street. Uncomfortable with the idea of doing a replica of a southern mansion, the architects faced a very real design problem.

The issue, at least in part, was the design of forceful forms. Many of the buildings that appeared in the sixties were messageless, as tight and slick as architects could make them. This was an opportunity to study a more expressive, contextual solution progressing beyond the anonymous corporate "box".

Through the schematic design phase, a lot of decisions had been made regarding number of floors, type of structure, general configuration, location on site, etc., yet none of this led very far if one could not create a building that elicited the type of perceptual response Preferred Risk demanded. After many attempts, a concept developed which called for a very strongly sculptured exterior envelope.

The structural idea of using pairs of cast-in-place concrete beams with precast concrete tees spanning between them had been developed previously, and the new
design concept started with the thought of projecting these beams beyond the face of the building. The tees were also extended beyond the glass line to provide shading, and the beam ends were sculptured to provide more visual interest. Arch forms were introduced into the elements that formed a base for the double columns and balconies were introduced at the ends of the building to provide more interest. The center bays of the building were almost entirely given over to entrance and reception, and a major clerestory was developed over the forceful reception space.

The result was a building with a straightforward plan, but highly sculptured envelope creating a character very different from most work being done in the sixties. Preferred Risk was enthralled. The design was strong, and its singular quality made it highly recognizable. Its use of brick, concrete and glass suggested a solid, quality company in business to stay.

With the basic grammar established, the design progressed rapidly; the notions of quality and solidness carried through in all details of the building. This commitment was evidenced by the use of granite sills for the windows, the custom design of the aluminum glazing system to provide the massive mullions that seemed appropriate to the design and extensive use of granite for paving and steps. Indeed, drinking fountains and lavatories were designed to be cut from single, homogeneous blocks of black granite.

The interior of the building was as unusual as the exterior. The stems of the precast concrete tees that formed the floors were exposed. Air was distributed between the main concrete beams and out between the stems of the tees. A system of baffles between the tees and stems of the tees themselves served to cut the brightness ratios of the lighting in the large open office areas. Partitions used for the few private offices and conference rooms were paneled in walnut. Each component, each detail was selected with the intent to reinforce the image for which Preferred Risk was looking. When the project was let for bids, the cost was under $25/sq. ft.

In 1979, Brooks Borg and Skiles was asked to design an addition to the original building which would double its size and provide a total of 170,000 sq. ft. The problem this time was not to establish an image, but to preserve the strong image that existed. This was a formidable assignment, given the functional problems of attachment and constraints of both site and budget. In addition, first estimates suggested that duplication of construction techniques and materials used in the original design would result in a building costing in excess of $100 sq. ft. That high a budget was not realistic.

Moreover, a portion of the site was not zoned to permit an office building, and a variance would have to be sought to allow the desired expansion. There was concern, also, that neighbors in the residential area to the west would oppose the large expansion project envisioned. When the original building was designed, the idea was that if expansion was ever required, a separate building could be built at the north end of the site, leaving
The design devotes generous floor areas to interior planting with expansive skylit areas above to mediate the lack of exterior views in lower level spaces.

the existing parking in between to serve both buildings. Re-evaluation of the master plan determined that such an arrangement would not accomplish the goal of bringing all of Preferred Risk's companies together. It was imperative, then, that the facility be as closely tied to the existing building as possible. Obviously, a fresh approach was needed.

Perimeter light wells allow daylight to penetrate deep into the interior open office work spaces.

The highly sculptured facade of the original building seemed to make any direct expansion and connection impractical. Though many schemes were developed using various shapes and sizes of linking elements, all resulted in excessively long circulation paths and had largely negative impacts on the existing building and site.

Finally, the idea of a "non-building" emerged. If the addition were to be built entirely underground, it could be placed directly adjacent to the existing building to realize the short circulation paths desired. Concerns about using expensive exterior detailing to match the existing building were minimized. The greatly reduced impact on the neighborhood would at the same time assist efforts to win the required zoning variance. In addition, the company would be demonstrating their awareness and concern for the energy problem, while lowering their operating costs through a highly energy efficient earth sheltered structure. The primary question was whether the quality of the interior space would be acceptable to the people who would be working in it.

Lorne Worthington, president of Preferred Risk, was excited about the idea from the outset. It was an approach that solved the conflicting budgetary and functional problems, while preserving the image created by the original building. It became clear that if the design devoted generous floor areas to interior planting and provided enough skylight above, one could provide a good...
substitute for the exterior views found in an above grade space. In addition, the architects designed perimeter lightwells to get additional daylight deep into the interior, open office work spaces. The cafeteria was pushed above grade to allow employees direct views of the exterior during lunch and coffee breaks.

The decision to place the cafeteria above grade proved a good one. It provided an element that connected the above grade entrance at the north with the existing building and the new vertical circulation between the two buildings. The major skylights were also brought up alongside the cafeteria, and outdoor eating plazas were developed on the east and west sides of the addition. Given the large open office areas, the ceiling and floor took on major importance, and much thought went into the selection of materials for these surfaces. Exposed concrete columns and brick core elements were used to relate to the existing building. Special efforts were taken with the above grade cafeteria and entrance elements to form a harmonious tie with the existing building.

Of course, many technical issues had to be solved with an underground structure of this magnitude. Though many were apprehensive upon seeing the size of the excavation required for a two-story, below grade building, the results have been excellent. The amount of daylight perceived within the building far exceeds what had been expected. With the large areas devoted to planting, the openings between floors and the high quality of interior finishes, the resulting environment is more pleasant than many above grade buildings.

Employees and management are both extremely pleased. The image created by the original building has not only been maintained, it has been strengthened.

[Robert Mathieu]
Affirming An Appropriate Image

Pioneer Hi-Bred International Cent

"This is one of the few projects that really seems to be part of its landscape. It fits into its surroundings like a group of rural agricultural buildings to the point where you almost expect to see a silo." This published jury statement seems to describe the kind of building an Iowa based, international seed corn company, located in the open fields, would have ambitiously defined for itself.

"Its 32,000 square feet are articulated into interesting forms, particularly through the introduction of an atrium and skylit street along which the complex's varied elements collect. There is a maturity of how the collision of the masonry ground structures intersect the spine." One would suspect these jury comments and the accompanying 1981 Regional Design Award would indicate a design with which the architects are both comfortable and satisfied.

In truth, neither owner nor architect envisioned the building image that has resulted. The question of appropriate image lingered throughout the design and construction process and even now remains somewhat problematical.

The idea that an image is created by a corporate sym-
The building is sited near a lake with fenestration overlooking the lake and river valleys to the south. Low masonry elements have north orientation and are organized in a linear fashion against the atrium wall.

In the case of the Pioneer Hi-Bred Central Division project there was an initial, general charge to create a "high quality" yet "conservative image". Space was to be efficient and allow employee interaction; views were to be considered. These, of course, are very general and ambiguous ideas. "High quality" may be the easiest of these concepts to translate, but it is still an extremely complex issue. Quality may mean solid, expensive, func-
Exterior plazas double as display areas during yearly promotional exhibitions.

The entrance bisects the primary circulation spine at the reception area, dividing public and lounge functions from offices and shop.

Traditional, safe, slick, clean, fashionable, strong, consistently detailed or crafted. Beyond this notion of quality, the only specific charge given the architects was to strive for an “open plan” interior scheme.

If a designer can translate the client’s image “wish” into a familiar language, both verbally and visually, the starting point of one important aspect of the design process has been firmly established. All the other criteria that impinge upon building design, however, are subject to similar communication and translation problems. The old cliche’ of the client clipping pictures from magazines is often a desperate attempt to develop an “image capturing” shorthand.

Obviously, the image as first conceived is never considerate of all aspects of the design program. Codes, climate, energy conservation, structure, building technology and the moral obligation to represent employees interests in their tasks within the building all may be found at odds with the image program. In this case, perhaps “average” is a better term to describe the resulting image than compromise. Certainly, in this collaboration of Pioneer Hi-Bred and Charles Herbert and
Associates, average becomes one point in the range between several desirable, if sometimes conflicting, images.

Throughout the design process, the conversation between Pioneer Hi-Bred and the architects continued in attempts to reach that compromise solution that could become a consensus. At this time, though, the idea of “average” never seemed tolerable. Major differences continued to exist in interpreting the program. In the final analysis “average” prevailed; the project seemed to the client to be modern and to the architect conservative. The idea of “quality” was also not easily resolved, and the desire for open plan interior arrangements “averaged” out as private offices for administrative personnel and open plan for the staff.

It is interesting, then, that the completed project has been viewed by the design juries that critiqued it as appropriate to both of these views. Perhaps the project demonstrates a conservative-contemporary image integration that is successful in both functional and visual terms.

[Thomas Baldwin]
Make your imprint on the future: Specify electric!

Operating costs for electric heating and cooling are competitive with any other system in use today. And in years ahead, projections show electricity will be an even better economic choice as other energy sources increase much faster in cost.

Electric systems mean lower first costs, too. That's especially critical during periods of spiraling interest rates. Lower operating costs...with lower initial investment. No wonder nearly all recent major construction in downtown Des Moines has been all-electric — including the Ruan Center, Financial Center, Carriers Insurance and the new Capital Square complex.

On your next project, contact us with your building specs. We'll provide comparative rate information to help you make the best energy decisions...best for now and for the future.

Every Iowa architect should know this:

WE'RE THE ONLY IOWA MAKER OF AUTHENTIC IRONSPOT BRICK!

There's been a lot of talk lately about Ironspot brick. There are only a few manufacturers of naturally occurring Ironspots in the nation, and there is only one in Iowa. We're that one. Specify our Ironspots.

United Brick & Tile Co. — Phone collect to 515-244-3264
Sioux City Brick & Tile Co. — Phone collect to 712-258-6571

CALL US COLLECT!
A number of years ago, the Iowa Public Service Co. began planning to meet the coming need for updated system control center equipment, new computers for the data processing department and the development of a communication center for better service to their customers. Because of space and structural limitations, none of these needs could be reasonably fulfilled in the Orpheum Electric Building, the previous headquarters.

After careful study, IPS decided to construct a new facility to house these services, and to construct new corporate offices in the same building...something that could be done economically and efficiently. From these beginnings came the new corporate headquarters, a facility which combines maximum efficiency with a stimulating working environment that possesses the excitement of discovery.

An early marriage in mid-1978 of the joint venture architectural team of FEH Associates Inc. and Rossetti Associates, with W. A. Klinger, Inc., the General Contractor, working closely with IPS representatives, produced a concept that satisfied the basic program requirements set out for the project. The time period required by the contractor for demolition, site preparation and underground work provided the design team time to continue refining, modifying and producing the necessary drawings to continue the phased construction of the project.

The IPS headquarters was conceived as a dramatic enhancement to the urban environment of Sioux City. The downtown site was deliberately chosen in the hope that this project would provide an economic and environmental renaissance for the downtown area.

The specific urban context became a major factor in determining the building's form. The building recalls the many mid-rise, box-like structures within its immediate vicinity. Major exterior materials of brick, terra cotta and

---

The Excitement Of Public Discovery

Iowa Public Service Co. 
Sioux City Iowa
A portion of each floor was opened to the atrium space the skylights above. The effect of office terraces overlook both the floor below and atrium at grad heightened by the vibrant tile surfaces.

Interior wall finishes and a color combination of salmon and magenta were selected to complement the interior architecture, itself an artistic statement.

metal panels, are compatible with the diversity of materials present within the downtown area. The street in front of the building was purchased by IPS and developed to extend and provide a terminus to the existing five block long pedestrian mall.

Internally, the large stepped atrium of the building creates a sense of shared unity. This space was conceived as the important spatial and functional center about which employees and visitors can develop a sense of the singleness of image and purpose of Iowa Public Service Company.
The major features of this space are the atrium bridges, which are partially enclosed with sloping glass panels that reflect the large skylight above. These glass panels also reflect the changing sky pattern and reinforce the introduction of natural light into the internal work areas. The total effect is the communication of a sense of daily and seasonal change and contact with the outside environment.

The majority of staff work stations are related to the atrium space in order to visually share this major design feature. To accomplish this, a portion of each floor was opened to the atrium space and to the skylights above by stepping each consecutive floor back one bay. The effect is one of office terraces that overlook both the floor below and the atrium area at grade level. The enclosed areas of each level then become the secure areas to house the control centers and support functions.
Leadership in energy is an important part of the IPS corporate headquarters. A coordinated heating and cooling system sets the pace for the innovative design of the building's technical systems. Incorporating both active and passive solar design, the heating system uses low temperature hot water produced by heat pumps. While providing heat, the heat pumps also produce ice which goes into a 75,000 gallon ice pit beneath the building and provides cooling for those areas of the building needing it.

Up to one-million BTU's of energy per hour are provided by the solar panel system on the roof of the building. The panels, which have a total area 28'x144", heat air which is used to heat the domestic hot water and, during the winter, is also used as makeup ventilation air.

Nighttime ice storage during summer allows use of off-peak energy for building cooling while reducing the electrical system load during the day. The building heating and cooling systems are the first large-scale application of the heat pump/ice pit system, and represent the creative approach taken to all aspects of the IPS building.

Energy efficiency of the building is increased by thorough insulation of walls and roof together with the use of tinted thermal-insulated glass for all windows. Passive solar design is provided by setting back windows on the south and west sides of the building to shade them and reduce sunlight heat gain during the summer.

The process by which buildings are transformed through time is acknowledged and expressed in the belief that the building should be capable of accommodating future modifications without degradation of its image. Masonry openings suggest future windows, brick in terra cotta walls suggests filled-in windows and flying beams indicate some future construction.

The project deserves special recognition for the vision of IPS in encouraging stimulating and meaningful architecture as an effective means of fulfilling the Company's responsibility to Sioux City urban development and as an expression of its concern for the enrichment of the work environment of its employees.
Contracting For Creativity

Combine the technical knowledge we provide with your creativity, for greater client satisfaction. The accumulated knowledge of 2,800 experienced contractors will help you solve your sheet metal problem.

Just a few of the numerous manuals available to help architects in planning new structures more efficiently.

THE ASSOCIATION OF
SHEET METAL CONTRACTORS OF IOWA
201 WEST WINDS 1454 30TH STREET • WEST DES MOINES, IA 50265 • 515/223-6568
For more information circle no. 10 on the datacard.

Kasota/Mankato Stone®
...for character, strength, and permanent beauty
THE BABCOCK COMPANY
P. O. Box 3088 • Mankato, Mn. 56001
Phone 507/388-7135
For more information circle no. 11 on the datacard.
40,000 Buildings Later
In The U.S.A.
Proof Positive
...dryvit is More
Than A Wall

Massive insulation used as an integral skin creates a
new perspective in energy saving. Prefabricated,
seamless, joint-free panels go up fast, easily... and look
unusually beautiful.

dryvit system
OUTSULATION®
Exterior Wall Insulation and Finish

A Division of
Jack Beavers & Assoc., Inc.
1848 Fuller Rd. W. Des Moines, IA 50265
515/225-9221

Office Furniture Systems
GF Business Equipment

SPACE and its productive utilization—that's what the GF Open Plan System handles
so effectively... with minimum cost and installation expense—maximum flexibility.

Koch Brothers
325 Grand Des Moines, Iowa 50308 (515)283-2451
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A Caterpillar Standby Power system could be the only thing standing between you and severe economic loss. For hospitals, computer centers, or any operation that depends on an uninterrupted supply of electricity, a ready power reserve is a must. And your Cat Standby Power system is ready, willing and able when you need it most. You can also plug it in to meet peak demands or provide economical supplementary power.

Cat Standby Power has its own back-up system in the form of Total Product Support from Gibbs/Cook. We handle the design and installation of your system and provide any maintenance needed to keep it in top condition.

The Ready Reserve... from Gibbs/Cook. Sales and service facilities in Des Moines, Ft. Dodge, Mason City and Postville.
Our storage systems can be used for many innovations... in offices, work areas, banks... in commercial and professional innerspaces everywhere. Our design interpretations derive the utmost efficiency from every work and storage area, combining functional beauty with St. Charles quality.

"Variations are limitless...executives, lawyers, doctors... technicians, artists... whoever your clients may be, they will enjoy this new dimension in comfort and efficiency.

*All are available in the familiar textured furniture steel, or the very new plastic laminate casework.

---
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---

Why would an architect in Minot, North Dakota, specify a concrete masonry unit made in Waterloo, Iowa?

**There Must Be a Reason**

Recently, special colored units of Marquart break off block were shipped by the truckloads to a construction site in Minot, North Dakota, only an hour away from the Canadian border. Now, when a contractor specifies Marquart break off block for a job over 700 miles away, there must be a reason.

And there is! Dramatic design... consistent quality... natural insulation... cost efficiency... rugged durability... fire resistance... There's plenty of reasons to specify Marquart break off block. Check them out before you tackle your next construction project, wherever it is.

---
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Des Moines Architects Council Awards

The Des Moines Architects Council recognized Library Director Elaine Estes and the Meredith Corp. for "outstanding contributions to the quality of the built environment" at a ceremony at the Salisbury House.

The Community Rewards Program, established three years ago, recognizes persons or institutions other than architects for outstanding designs of buildings or construction projects that enhance their surroundings.

Estes was recognized for her work on various restoration projects, including the city's Main Library at Second Avenue between Court Avenue and Locust Street. She was involved with rebuilding the Southside Library after the 1980 fire and remodeled the Franklin Library in 1981. Since 1978 there has been a continuing project on the restoration of the Main Library. It is due to her personal drive that the Library interior and exterior have been preserved and restored, with the emphasis on the stenciled work and gold leaf on the rotunda and the grand stairway. It was her personal attention that made successful the fund raising drives and appropriations which paid for this work. The city plans to spend about $900,000 through 1982 restoring the 78 year old stone library building. Another $886,000 has been spent for a plaza on the block west of the building.

Meredith Corp. and Chairman E.T. Meredith III were recognized for the restoration and remodeling of the publishing company's headquarters at 1716 Locust St. and its real estate service offices in Herndon Hall at 2000 Grand Ave.

The Meredith Corp. rejected an earlier plan to build a new headquarters building in West Des Moines several years ago and opted instead to spend about $18 million renovating the buildings the company had occupied since 1912 at the western end of the downtown "loop". Their decision to stay downtown, rather than move their headquarters to the suburbs, reflected their interest in and sensitivity to downtown Des Moines. Meredith's acceptance of a scheme which preserved the character of the building further exemplifies their sensitivity to architecture and to the built environment.

Herndon Hall, the solid Victorian-period home built by insurance and real estate pioneer Jefferson S. Polk in 1881-83, was bought by Meredith in 1978 and restored at a cost of about $900,000. The house is the headquarters of the Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Service.

Judges for the awards were Iowa Secretary of State Mary Jane Odell, architect Charles Herbert and Northwestern Bell Telephone Co. vice president and chief executive officer for Iowa, William Stauffer.

New Madison Office For The Durrant Group

The Durrant Group's new Madison office in International Lane Office Park Two exhibits a design philosophy in the tradition of the quality shown in the firm's Dubuque facility.

Both buildings were designed by and presently house this architectural, engineering and construction management firm which traces its Iowa roots to 1948. That year, Joseph G. Durrant, FAIA, and Raymond G. Bergquist, AIA, established the firm's first Iowa Office in the Fischer Building in Dubuque. Since 1976, the Iowa office has been housed in the Dubuque Building, a 300,000 square foot former department store which the firm's design team, in a creative exercise of adaptive reuse, restored and converted into office space.

The new Madison office is a highly energy conscious building designed by a team of Durrant Group architects and engineers led by Donovan D. Kramer, AIA, Vice-President of Durrant Architects, Inc. Making use of natural materials and clean, simple lines and colors, the building is set amidst a 3-acre wooded plot just a half mile from the Dane County Airport.

The decision to consolidate the firm's Wisconsin operations, divided between Watertown and Madison in recent years, was announced in July 1980.

Because the building would house the firm's own office, it presented a unique opportunity to make a statement of Durrant Group philosophy as well as design capabilities. A major objective was to demonstrate the commitment and ability of the firm to develop a quality
design that would also be an energy conscious design which could be documented through data collection.

Oriented on an east-west axis, the Durrant Group suite utilizes on the south side a high ceiling and two rows of double-glazed windows to maximize the use of winter sun for lighting and heating. An overhang shields the interior from summer sun but allows the winter sun in. A sloped roof helps to reflect daylight into the building and to deflect winter winds.

Through careful siting and landscaping, trees situated on the south side reduce the air conditioning load during the summers, and provide a buffer against prevailing winter winds on the north side.

Justifiable as the passive solar features were from an energy standpoint, they had to be balanced against and integrated with other important design and building function considerations. Passive solar features are as much a part of the architecture and aesthetics of this building as they are of its energy plan.

The key energy-saver is the variable air volume (VAV) system with perimeter radiation which heats and cools the firm’s suite. So efficient is the VAV system that the suite will virtually heat itself down to 0°. Moreover the suite will be cooled for free when outside temperature and humidity allow the use of outdoor air for cooling. Initially more expensive than a conventional gas furnace, this system will, after just two years, offset the difference in purchase price through lower heating and cooling bills — an expected $3,000 less per year than a gas furnace.

Openness, economy and flexible use of work spaces highlight the clean lines and colors of the building's interior. Dominating the south side is a "great room," with two rows of windows and a sloped, high ceiling. Passive solar features interact with design and function for an airy, effective and energy conscious result.

An overriding concern was how to make the building work to encourage team cooperation between the two professional groups, architects and engineers, who would work together.

More private group work areas are situated on an east-west line north of the great room. These include conference rooms, resource centers, project work centers and graphics centers, which make use of state-of-the-art production techniques.

The result is sensitive to both group and individual needs. Ultimately, the aim was to create a design that at the group level provides autonomy, self-expression and identification.

To this list could be added equality. All work spaces, including those assigned to principals and department heads, are essentially identical. In a subtle way, the arrangement says a lot about the company’s management philosophy.

Energy Hotline Expanded

A program of the ISU Energy Extension Service is the Energy Hotline. Using the toll-free number, (1-800-532-1114 or, in Des Moines, 281-7017), Iowans can call with their questions about energy conservation or alternate energy sources.

The Hotline handles a number of calls on passive solar energy. "Passive solar technology is new for most people in Iowa," says Jeff Newburn, Information Specialist for the Hotline. "For people wanting to build passive solar homes or retrofit with a passive addition, we recommend they consult a competent architect to avoid some easily made but often catastrophic mistakes." To help Iowans find such architects, the Hotline has compiled a list of architects with experience in passive solar.

To qualify and be placed on the list, the architect must have designed and had built at least one passive solar home. He/she must then send a letter outlining the passive project(s) (e.g. direct gain, thermal storage wall, sunspace, combination), estimated solar fraction and other pertinent information to Jeff Newburn at the Energy Hotline, Energy Policy Council, Capitol Complex, Des Moines, IA 50319.

Pittsburgh Corning Offers New Glass Block Design Brochure

A new full-color illustrated brochure on the exterior and interior design capabilities of Glass Block is available from Pittsburgh Corning Corporation.

Glass Block come in a wide selection of patterns and sizes — and while providing a distinctive appearance, overcome space barriers and create comfortable environments. The products also enhance energy efficiency, transmit light and provide security, privacy and reduced maintenance.

The brochure discusses the versatility and benefits of Glass Block in general — as well as those of individual patterns. Color photos of noteworthy architectural and interior design applications accompany the text.

Other sections deal with Glass Block physical properties, Solar Reflective Glass Block performance data and panel design.

For further information, request "Glass Block For The 80's . . . Design With Confidence" (GB-164) from Pittsburgh Corning Corporation, 800 Presque Isle Drive, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15239.
It's a New Year...Add a New Design to Your Design Phase

We would like to talk with you about how you can save your clients money on upcoming projects. We are starting our 3rd decade of providing modular structures. Our flexibility includes homes, offices, townhouses, condominiums, and any other small commercial building you may be designing.

"A Housing Industries of America Company Serving America"
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If Your Problem Is Connecting The Dots...

An Efficient Straight-Line Solution is the Company Airplane!

ELLİOTT BEECHCRAFT
DES MOINES: 515/285-6551   MOLINE: 309/799-3183
MINNEAPOLIS: 612/944-1200

Inquire about our "Gentle Rental" Plan
Make the first Easy Move NOW-Ask for a Demonstration

Write on your letterhead for our Kit: "Company Airplanes, Who Flies Them?"

ELLİOTT BEECHCRAFT
Dept. DFH-1A • Box 100 • Moline Ill. 61265
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Financial Security
For Your Future

Make plans now with Bankers Trust to provide stability for your family in years ahead.

Our Trust Department, located on the 7th floor, offers expert financial counseling and services that include investments, trust, estate planning and others, all individually tailored to your success and wishes.

One very attractive service, called IDEA (Invested Dollars with an Extra Advantage) Annuity, enables you to build a retirement income for the future that you cannot outlive. The $10,000 minimum premium accumulates tax-deferred at high-yielding, current money market rates until you draw on it as retirement income.

To learn more about IDEA Annuities, or our trust and investment services, call or stop in and visit with our financial consultants.

We'll work with you and your attorney to make the most of your success now, and assure your family's financial security in the future.

Trust Department, Seventh Floor
Bankers Trust
Iowa's Largest Locally Owned Independent Bank Member FDIC
The IDEA Annuity is underwritten by American Republic.

Granite.
The best in first impressions.

The first impression is the important one. Granite can make that impression more vivid than any other building material available. That's why Motorola, Incorporated selected Cold Spring's Texas Pearl for their corporate headquarters in Schaumburg, Illinois. Granite affords the architect a resource from which he can create a building that reflects an image of quality ... a corporate image.

For lasting first impressions, specify Cold Spring Granite.

For more information, plus a free copy of our 16-page, full-color catalog showing all 18 Cold Spring colors available, call toll free 800-328-7038, in Minnesota call (612) 685-3621, or write to the address below.

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept. C
22 South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320
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Sweeney Associates
"Manufacturers Representatives"
400 5th St. • West Des Moines, la. 50265
515/274-2050

- PARKER Mirrors & Washroom Equipment
- HALSEY TAYLOR Water Coolers & Modular Wall Systems
- SLOAN Flush Valves
- STERN WILLIAMS Terrazo Mop Sinks, Shower Receptors
- SYMMONS Non-Scald Pressure Balanced Shower Equipment
- JUST Stainless Steel Sinks
- RAR Washroom Vanities & Accessories
- BOCK Commercial Water Heaters
- HUMID-AIRE Humidifiers
- HYDR-O-MATIC Sump Pumps & Sewage Ejector Systems
- DAVIS Efficiency Kitchen Units
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TEAK & KARPAWOOD
...for parquet floors

The warm, natural look of a Teak or Karpa-wood parquet floor is treasured now more than ever before. These two imports are a delight to those who love the rich-grained beauty of wood.

TEAK is the ultimate in beauty, elegance and prestige... yet, it is very hard and will last for decades.

KARPAWOOD, known in Thailand as iron-wood, is harder than oak, and has an extremely low coefficient of expansion.

Both woods are available in quantity from our Chicago warehouse in many UNfinished and PREfinished patterns.

Phone (collect) for free samples, brochures of 80 floor designs, technical information, prices. Or, write:

Thailand Teakwood Importers, Inc.
645 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611 (312) 337-3938

(We are Midwest distributors for Bangkok Industries, Inc., Philadelphia.)

NOT YOUR ORDINARY, RUN-OF-THE-MILL WINDOWS.

Most manufacturers make just a few standard sizes and shapes.

Not Marvin.

Marvin makes beautiful wood windows in 1,456 sizes and shapes. And if you need one they don’t have, they will make it 1,457.

Marvin windows are offered with true divided lites, double weatherstripping, double or triple glazing, special jambs, finishes and maintenance-free exteriors.

And you don’t have to wait a long time to have your windows made to order. We can ship windows within 14 days from the time we receive your order.

So why settle for ordinary windows, when you can use Marvin Windows for about the same price?

For Architectural Tracing Details, and immediate information call Jerry Riley at 515/244-2541.

A. A. SCHNEIDERHAHN CO.
6111 PARK AVENUE, DES MOINES, IOWA 50321
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HAYDITE

and CITY CENTER SQUARE

... naturally . . .

1. Pumpability—with vacuum saturated Haydite.
2. Significant deadload weight reduction.
3. Greater fire resistance.
4. Improved insulation rating.
5. Total overall project savings.

CITY CENTER SQUARE—another example of how lightweight concrete made with Haydite can make a big difference in your project. For more details, contact your local supplier, or call us direct.

ARCHITECTS & ENGINEERS:
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill
DEVELOPER:
McCloskey Development Co.
READY MIX
Stewart Sand & Material Co.

CARTER WATERS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
2440 WEST PENNWAY
POST OFFICE BOX 19676
KANSAS CITY, MO. 64141
PHONE: 816-471-2570
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Architectural Signage

Johnson Specialty Sales
P.O. Box 2691
Des Moines, Iowa 50315
Phone (515) 285-2483

Distributors of exterior and interior signage systems of all types and sizes
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Single-ply roofing is here to stay. And so are we.

We may have the first single-ply roof in the U.S.

Plyroof™ membrane roofing systems may sound new, but it's from a well-established company—the Plymouth Rubber Company. In the rubber and plastic fabrication business since 1896, one of our materials—neoprene—has been at work on a single-ply roof for more than 15 years—very successfully. It could be the first. That's one of the reasons we support up to a 10-year warranty.

Our range of materials is the most complete.

Plyroof materials have a wide range up to the sophisticated elastomeric membranes which include our Plyseal™ EPDM systems and Plyshield™ Neoprene. That translates into a Plyroof system for virtually any structural design you will ever encounter. They are all readily available from our Massachusetts operations, and our new Nashville, Tennessee facility with capacity to meet the growing demands of the single-ply roofing industry.

Our field support is the most up-to-date.

We have recently completed expansion of our Technical Service Program and are in the process of doubling our district sales management force conveniently located throughout the United States. The result is one of most comprehensive combinations of field technical assistance and localized sales management you will find anywhere for the single-ply roofing industry.

See for yourself.

For complete details write or call:

Ther-mo-co Products Company

A Division of Jack Beavers & Associates, Inc.

1848 Fuller Rd. W. Des Moines, Ia. 50265
515/225-9211

NORTHWESTERN BELL
TELEPHONE COMPANY
Des Moines, Iowa

BUSSARD/DIKIS ASSOC. LTD.
Architect and Planners
R. L. KODER COMPANY, INC.
Roofing Contractors

 Plymouth Rubber Company
TM - Registered trademarks of Plymouth Rubber Co., Inc.
A single responsibility contract to fabricate and erect Alucobond wall panels painted grey beige, encapsulated in extrusions painted black.